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Modeling Momentum-Diffusion in the Solar Wind˚
Evin O’Shea
Physics Department, University of New Hampshire
(Dated: May 2018)
Energetic particles accelerated by large solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are a
threat to astronauts, global positioning systems (GPS), radio communications, and power grids. It
is therefore vital that scientists be able to predict how such particles move and gain energy within
the interplanetary medium in order to forewarn society impending hazards so that mitigating actions
can be taken. In this work, I take a step towards this goal, using the Energetic Particle Radiation
Environment Module (EPREM) code, which is used by UNH’s radiation-dosage predictions website,
I model interstellar-pickup ions (PUIs). I add to the model by including a momentum-diffusion term
which contributes to the change in the distribution as it evolves in time. Here, I investigate how the
given model of momentum diffusion affects the energetic PUI population (v ą usw ). This analysis
focuses on the power-law spectra of the suprathermal tail of the PUI distribution. When the velocity
dependence of the diffusion coefficient is normalized to the local solar-wind velocity, I have found
little to no change in the spectra of the suprathermal ion tails when momentum-diffusion is included;
however, when the velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient is not normalized, hardening of
the spectra of the suprathermal ion tail is observed. It is possible that the effect of momentumdiffusion and particle acceleration in CIRs is the source of the energetic seed particle population,
which makes up the available particles to be accelerated by a shock. In order to understand these
potentially dangerous seed particles, we hope to use new observations from Parker Solar Probe to
determine the acceleration processes, such as momentum-diffusion, that yield the observed spectra.
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2
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Sun is the source of almost all energy harvested
on Earth as it is the source of solar, wind, fossil fuel, and
even food energy. The Sun’s power is also dangerous;
events known as solar flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), are when the Sun ejects large amounts of energy,
magnetic field, and plasma from its surface. When particles are accelerated to high energies during these events
they are called Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events.
These SEP events can harm astronauts, airplanes, and
even power grids. It is estimated that an extreme event
could cause trillions of dollars in damage [1]. In order
to protect ourselves from the potential harm, we create models that allow us to predict the impact of these
events before they occur. One example of this is Predictions of radiation from REleASE, EMMREM, and Data
Incorporating CRaTER, COSTEP, and other SEP measurements (PREDICCS), UNH’s radiation dosage predictions website. It incorporates measurements from Cosmic
Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER)
and Comprehensive Suprathermal and Energetic Particle Analyzer (COSTEP) with simulations from the Energetic Particle Radiation Environment Module (EPREM)
through the Earth-Moon-Mars Radiation Environment
Module (EMMREM).
Missions such as the upcoming Parker Solar Probe
(PSP), which has a launch date of summer 2018, investigate the particles that are accelerated to high energies.
The Integrated Science Investigation of the Sun (ISdIS)
suite on PSP will make measurements of energetic particle fluxes. Measurements will be made of both energetic
particles accelerated by solar events and the “seed” particles that preexist solar events. These seed particles can
be accelerated to high energies by the shocks associated
with solar events. We are hoping to be able to make predictions that we can test by comparison with data from
PSP. Along with scientific preparation, I have worked as
a part of the ISdIS Science Operations Center (SOC). We
have been working for years to prepare for the mission so
that informative data products can be made available to
scientists as soon as possible.
In order to continue developing the modeling capabilities of the EPREM code, I have added the effect of momentum diffusion to the code and studied a possible form
of momentum diffusion which may improve the results of
the code. I model the effects of momentum-diffusion on
pickup ion distributions in the heliosphere with the hope
of characterizing suprathermal ion tails which make
up the seed populations for accelerated particles in SEP
events.

II.

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MHD)

Magnetohydrodynamics is the fluid approximation of
a plasma. The assumptions are that the plasma can be
treated as a fluid of particles that is conducting and ap-

proximately electromagnetically neutral (i.e. neutral on
scales larger than the Debye length). The MHD equations explain the conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy of the fluid in the electromagnetic fields.
The first equation expresses conservation of mass: the
change in the mass contained within a given volume is
equal to the mass flux through the surface of that volume.
Bρ ~
` ∇ ¨ pρ~uq “ 0
Bt

(1)

where ρ is the number density of particles in the fluid
and ~u is the bulk velocity of the plasma/fluid.
The second equation is the conservation of momentum
equation for a fluid, with the force from the electromagnetic field is,
ˆ
ρ

˙
B
~ ~u ` ∇p “ J~ ˆ B
~
` ~u ¨ ∇
Bt

(2)

where J~ is the current of electric charge, given by the
generalized Ohm’s Law,
¯
´
~ ` ~u ˆ B
~
J~ “ σ E

(3)

~ and B
~ are the electric and magnetic fields, rewhere E
spectively. Lastly, the energy equation is given by the
adiabatic equation of state.
ˆ

B
~
` ~u ¨ ∇
Bt

˙

p
“0
ργ

(4)

where γ “ 5{3 (in plasmas) is the ratio of specific heats
for the fluid.
These equations are the equations for a fluid, with
~ force term added to the momentum conserthe J~ ˆ B
vation equation. These equations can be used to derive
the frozen-in law in the ideal MHD limit.
A.

The Frozen-in Condition

The frozen-in condition is one of the first topics to be
covered in a plasma class, in fact it was what my advisor covered on the first day of heliosphereic physics. The
frozen-in condition is: if the conductivity of the plasma
is taken to infinity (the ideal MHD limit), magnetic-field
lines cannot break (i.e. there is no magnetic reconnection). This can be shown by starting with Ohm’s
Law,
~ ` ~u ˆ Bq
~
J~ “ σpE

(5)

and combing Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws,
~
~ ˆE
~ “ ´ BB
∇
Bt

(6)
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~ ˆB
~ “ µ0 J.
~
∇

(7)

If we insert this result into Equation (6), the induction
equation, we obtain the result,

~
BB
~ ˆ p~u ˆ Bq
~ ` η∇
~ 2B
~
“∇
Bt

dΦΣ
d
“
dt
dt

ż

~
~ ¨ dA
B
ˆż
1
~
~ ` ∆tq ¨ dA
“ lim
Bpt
∆tÑ0 ∆t
Σptq
˙
¿
ż
~
~
~
~
´
dl ¨ r~u∆t ˆ Bpt ` ∆tqs ´
Bptq ¨ dA
Σ

Σptq

(8)

BΣptq

1
“ lim
∆tÑ0 ∆t

where η “ µ10 σ . If we let σ Ñ 8 then, by Equation (5),
J{σ Ñ 0 and we then find that:

˜ż

¸
~
~ ` ∆tq ´ Bptq
~
rBpt
¨ dA

(13)

Σptq

¿
~ ¨ p~u ˆ Bq
~
dl

´
BΣptq

ż
“
~ “ ´~u ˆ B
~
E

Σptq

(9)

~
BB
~ ´
¨ dA
Bt

¿
~ ¨ p~u ˆ Bq.
~
dl
BΣq

We can then use Equation (6) to obtain

as well as,

ż
~
BB
~ ˆ p~u ˆ Bq.
~
“∇
Bt

(10)

Σptq
ż

~
BB
~
¨ dA
Bt
~
~ ˆE
~ ¨ dA
´∇
¿
~ ¨ E.
~
“´
dl

“

Σptq

This is the frozen-in condition (σ Ñ 8). Since η Ñ 0
~ 2B
~ is the diffuthere is no magnetic diffusion as η ∇
sion term. This approach is a large-scale approximation.
Therefore, the dynamics of magnetic reconnection (which
happens when η ff 0) occur on smaller time and spatial
scales. In order to demonstrate the frozen-in law we must
show that the flux through a surface that is moving with
the plasma is constant. This follows from the above by
first defining some surface Σ which is moving with the
plasma. This will cutout a 3-D volume as time is evolved.
Start with the derivative of the total flux:

dΦ
d
“
dt
dt

(14)

BΣq

~ ` p~u ˆ Bq
~ “ 0,
We can then obtain our result since E
dΦΣ
“´
dt

¿
~ ¨ pE
~ ` ~u ˆ B
~ q “ 0.
dl

(15)

BΣptqq

This demonstrates that given the frozen-in condition
(the ideal MHD case), the magnetic flux through a surface of swept out by moving the plasma is constant. This
also goes by the name of Alfvén’s Theorem.

ż

~
~ ¨ dA
B
˜ż
¸
ż
1
~
~
~
~
“ lim
Bpt ` ∆tq ¨ dA ´
Bptq ¨ dA
∆tÑ0 ∆t
Σpt`∆tq
Σptq
(11)
Σ

Note that:
ż
~
~ ` ∆tq ¨ dA
Bpt
Σpt`∆tq
ż

¿
~ ´
~ ` ∆tq ¨ dA
Bpt

“

~ ¨ r~u∆t ˆ Bpt
~ ` ∆tqs.
dl

Σptq
BΣptq

(12)
Therefore we can re-write Equation (11) (Faradays
Law) as,

III.

THE SOLAR DYNAMO

The Sun is driven by the “Solar Dynamo” which is a
combination of competing processes of gravity, electromagnetism, and nuclear fusion. Gravity is responsible
for bringing together the gas, mainly hydrogen and helium, and compressing it into the large, nearly spherical
mass that we know. When a protostar is contracting
to form a star, the system looses gravitational potential
energy through electromagnetic radiation. The gravitational effects are also what bring the core of the Sun to
high enough temperatures that fusion can occur. Fusion
is an immense source of energy and is what produces the
energy that is radiated from the Sun. Gravity is also responsible for the rotation of the Sun. As the gas came
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together, its angular momentum was conserved, but its
moment of inertial was not. Gravity pulled the gas together and as it did so, the gas rotated faster as its moment of inertial becomes smaller. It is truly gravity that
causes stars and black holes to form and drives their evolution. The nuclear reactions at the center of the Sun
cause the center to be much hotter than the exterior of
the Sun. This causes a temperature gradient. Since the
temperature gradient is steeper than that of an adiabatic
process, convection bubbles occur inside the Sun. This is
known as the convective instability. Convection circulates plasma in the outer-third of the Sun’s interior,
known as the convective zone. This process of cycling
plasma is what creates the Sun’s magnetic field.
Observationally, we see the Sun has a magnetic-field
structure that oscillates between predominantly dipolar
and a more complicated, weaker, magnetic-field structure. The solar dynamo model is largely driven by the
Suns rotation. The rotation of the plasma will not be
equal everywhere on the sphere; the poles of the sun rotate slower than the equator. This is called differential rotation. Differential rotation, refers to the fact that there
is a net motion of plasma in both the rotating frames
at the pole and the equator. This is important because
plasma pulls magnetic field along with it.
Magnetic field is pulled along with the plasma, and we
know two processes that are moving around plasma in
the Sun, differential rotation and convection, so, given
an initially dipolar field on the surface of the Sun (which
corresponds to solar minimum), the differential rotation
will pull the field at the equator along with its net motion
with respect to the poles. This will cause the configuration to change as shown below:

FIG. 1. The effect on the magnetic fields from the differential
rotation of the Sun through time. This figure was taken from
[2].

To demonstrate this evolution we look to Equation
(8). We can observe that for a rotating mass, when
~ T ) and
we separate the magnetic field in to toroidal (B
~ P ) components where B
~ “B
~P ` B
~ T . If one
poloidal (B
is very careful about applying the derivative operators in
toroidal and poloidal coordinates, the time evolution of
each component can be written in the explicit forms,

~P
BB
~ P ¨ ∇q
~ ~uP ´ p~uP ¨ ∇q
~ B
~ P ` η∇
~ 2B
~P ,
“ pB
Bt

(16)

~T
~
BB
~ T , (17)
~ P ¨∇q
~ u~T ´rp~uP ¨∇q
~ BT `ηp∇
~ 2 ´ 1 qB
“ rpB
Bt
r
r
r2
where ~u is the plasma velocity of the Sun (characterized
by the differential rotation). The second term on the
right hand side of Equation (16) is an advection term,
this is the term that corresponds to the poloidal field
weakening due to the differential rotation. This terms
appears as the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (17), but, here, will be a source term. The
diffusion terms (with coefficient η) are not important as
during solar minimum (the beginning of the cycle) magnetic reconnection events are much less common.
The process described so far would cause the magnetic
field to become completely toroidal (azimuthal). If there
were only this differential rotation affect, we would see
the Sun have a trend towards totally toroidal field and
it would not return to a predominantly poloidal field;
however, this is not what happens in the Sun.
In order to return to a solar minimum state of the
Sun, there must be a mechanism which produces poloidal
field. The poloidal field is produced by the combined affects of convection and differential rotation. Given an
initially toroidal magnetic field, a convective bubble will
pull along the field as it rises. As the bubble rises, the rotation (cause by a Coriolis effect) will cause the bubble to
twist as it rises. This will thereby twist the magnetic-field
line. This process is shown in Figure (2). The twisted
field lines will eventually reconnect after enough twisting
has occurred. After the poloidal loops have reconnected,
they will move to the poles where they will strengthen
the polarity of that pole. This is known as the BabcockLeighton Mechanism. This can be introduced to our solar dynamo by adding a term to the right hand side of
~ T . This type of term is one
Equation (16) such as αB
that increases the strength of the poloidal field more as
the strength of the toroidal field increases. This choice of
the so-called “alpha effect” term has been posited empirically and there are many variations of these effects that
restore poloidal magnetic field to the Sun.

This cycle, known as the solar cycle is 11 years from
poloidal field back to poloidal field. The way in which the
convective bubbles are twisted is such that the field will
actually flip polarity during this 11 year process. Therefore, the solar magnetic cycle takes 22 years and returns
the Sun’s dominant magnetic field back to the same polarity dipolar field. It can be hard to see, but because of
the differential rotation and Coriolis force, the polarity
must switch every cycle. There is no possibility of a solar
cycle that does not flip polarity.
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The momentum conservation, or force balance equation:
ˆ
ρ

˙
B
~
` ~u ¨ ∇ ~u ` ∇p “ 0
Bt

(19)

The adiabatic equation of state:
ˆ

B
~
` ~u ¨ ∇
Bt

˙

p
“0
ργ

(20)

To begin, we make the approximation of a spherical
B
B
flow that is in steady state. The this means
“
“
Bt
Bθ
B
“ 0. Using our assumptions the three equations can
Bφ
be re-written as:
The continuity equation:
FIG. 2. The diagram shows the Suns full solar cycle as the
field starts predominantly poloidal, becomes more toroidal
and then becomes dominantly poloidal again, with the opposite polarity as when the solar cycle started. This figure was
taken from [3].

1 d 2
pr ρuq “ 0
r2 dr
The force equation:

ρu
Solar activity occurs when there is magnetic reconnection. These events occur more often at solar maximum,
when the field is in the more complicated, weaker configuration, halfway through the cycle. When convective
bubbles rise up they can escape from the Sun all together and a CME can occur. CMEs are driven by magnetic reconnection that occurs at and under the surface of
the Sun. The reconnection allows these large bubbles of
plasma and closed field lines to be released from the Sun
at very high velocities. CMEs usually are preceded by
solar flares which are smaller reconnection events. Flares
usually precede CMEs in a chain reaction from small reconnection events to the large events associated with the
CME.
IV.

du
dp
GM
“´ ´ρ 2
dr
dr
r

(22)

The energy equation:

u

dp
1 d
` γp 2 pr2 uq “ 0
dr
r dr

(23)

If we then apply the radial derivatives to expand our
terms and then insert the continuity equation and the
energy equation into the force equation we can reach the
result:

u

γp 2 γp 1 du GM
du
“
`
´ 2
dr
ρ r
ρ u dr
r

(24)

This result will become useful once we identify that:
γp
“ c2s where cs is the sound speed. After this we
ρ
obtain:

THE SOLAR WIND

The solar wind is the continual flow of plasma from
the Sun out through the heliosphere. Eugene Parker,
after whom Solar Probe was named, demonstrated that
there are solutions for a supersonic solar wind [4]. This
derivation is similar to the derivation for Bondi accretion.
We start with the assumption of a spherically symmetric,
adiabatic outflow. We use the fluid equations, which are
~ electromagnetic
the MHD equations without the J~ ˆ B
force.
Conservation of mass is known by the name of the
continuity equation:
Bρ ~
` ∇ ¨ pρ~uq “ 0
Bt

(21)

(18)

u2 ´ c2s du
2c2
GM
“ s ´ 2
u
dr
r
r

(25)

After integration, there are four families of solutions for
the solar-wind velocity as a function of the radius. The
solutions are shown in Figure (3). There is a solution for
a solar wind that starts subsonic (u ă cs ) at the Sun and
becomes supersonic (u ą cs ) at some radius rs .

It should also be noted that Parker assumed a radial
dependence of temperature that makes the derivation
more complete, but still obtains a transonic solution.

6

~ “ ´~u ˆ B
~
E

FIG. 3. The figure shows 4 of the 6 possible solution types.
The other two are not explicit functions of r and are therefore
ignored. The Parker solar wind solution is the transonic wind
solution. This figure was taken from [5].

V.

THE PARKER SPIRAL

The radial outflow solution to the Sun is approximately
correct and is assumed locally at the Sun’s surface. The
flow propagates radially with velocity ~u “ usw êr . The
outflow is radial in the Sun’s frame, but the Sun is rotating with a frequency Ωd . In the stationary frame, the
azimuthal component of the flow and magnetic-field are
given by:

uφ “ ´ur p

Ωd r
q
vsw

(26)

Ωd r
q
vsw

(27)

Bφ “ ´Br p

The angle of the interplanetary magnetic-field line at
a given distance from the Sun can be found assuming a
constant solar-wind velocity and a measurement of the
angle and radial distance at another point in the heliosphere. This relation is in the equation:
r ´ r0 “ ´

usw
pφ ´ φ0 q
Ωd

(28)

In this solution, the bulk flow and field lines become
more azimuthal further from the Sun by the ratio of the
rotation frequency of the Sun to the solar-wind velocity.
A plot of the Parker Spiral is shown in Figure (6).
VI.

INTERSTELLAR PICKUP IONS

Neutral atoms from the interstellar medium often make
their way close to the Sun as the heliosphere moves toward these stationary particles at approximately 20-30
km/s. These atoms are not likely to interact with the solar wind when they are neutral particles; however, when
the neutrals get closer to the Sun, they will be more likely
to be ionized by radiation. Once the neutral becomes ionized, it will interact with the solar wind. One aspect of
the frozen-in condition is that:

(29)

Where u is the plasma velocity. Therefore, once the
interstellar neutral atom is ionized, the electric field in
its stationary reference frame is large, as u would be the
solar-wind velocity („400 km/s). The ion will then be
quickly accelerated by this electric field. Once it is accelerated to the solar-wind velocity, the particle will no
longer be in a reference frame with an electric field, it will
now be in the solar wind frame. This process will reduce
the momentum of the background solar wind. These particles are known as interstellar-pickup ions because they
start as interstellar neutrals, become ionized in the solar wind, and then are picked up by the solar wind and
accelerated to the solar-wind velocity.
VII.

TRANSPORT OF ENERGETIC PARTICLES

The transport of energetic particles such as cosmic rays
and interstellar pickup ions is heavily tied to the solar
wind. We model the propagation of these effects with the
Parker Transport equation [4], or the focused transport
equation [6] [7]. This is a kinetic approach to the plasma
rather than an MHD approach (since we are describing
the evolution of the distribution function).
We can investigate the distribution function of the particles to understand the kinetic theory. The distribution
function is the phase-space density of particles and the
first and second moments of the distribution are the number density of particles,
ż
n“

f d3 x d3 v

(30)

and the average velocity of the particles,
1
u“
n

ż
f p~x, ~v q v d3 x d3 v.

(31)

Pitch angle is an important concept in plasma physics,
especially in kinetic theory. This is a way of specifying
the direction of the velocity of a particle in the distribution with respect to the background magnetic-field (see
Figure (4)). In calculations, µ “ cospαq will be used
instead of α. It is important to recognize that µ is a
phase-space coordinate since it specifies the direction of
the velocity.

The transport equation can be derived by starting with
the Vlasov equation for the distribution function
Bf
~ ` q
` ~v ¨ ∇f
Bt
m

ˆ

~ ` 1 ~v ˆ B
~
E
c

˙
~ vf “ 0
¨∇

(32)
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where κ is the spatial diffusion tensor, p is the particle
momentum, and ~u is the background solar-wind velocity.
The transport of energetic particles has important effects on solar events such as Flares and CME’s. An open
question [10] is still What is the source of the energetic
seed populations that are accelerated by shocks caused by
solar events. It is believed that these suprathermal ions
are accelerated by shocks in solar energetic particle (SEP)
events. With the EMMREM code, we look to obtain reasonable predictions for the quiet-time suprathermal ion
populations.
FIG. 4. The pitch angle is shown as the angle θ after we
project from the 3-D geometry on the left to the 2-D geometry
on the right. The pitch angle is often denoted by α. Image
from [8].

We solve these equations with quasi-linear theory
~ « B
~ 0 ` δB
~ and f « f0 ` δf . Quasiwhere we let B
linear theory assumes that the distribution function and
the magnetic field can be broken up into the ensemble
average of the distribution (f0 ) and the fluctuating distribution (δf ) as well as the background magnetic field
~ 0 ) and the fluctuating magnetic field (δ B).
~ By lineariz(B
ing both the magnetic field and the distribution function,
we can attempt to understand the various processes affecting the distribution.
Quasi-linear theory is applied Aby taking
the ensemble
E
~ “ 0 and xδf y “ 0
average of Equation (32), where δ B
where x...y is notation for the ensemble average. The
result is
ˆ
˙
B
F
Bf0
~ 0 ´ q~v ˆ B
~ 0 ¨∇
~ v f0 ´ q~v ˆ δ B
~ ¨∇
~ v δf “ 0.
`~v ¨∇f
Bt
mc
mc
(33)
We can then note that
ˆ
˙
q~v
~
~ v f0 “ Ω0 Bf0
ˆ B0 ¨ ∇
(34)
mc
Bφv
where Ω0 is the gyro-frequency of a particle as is relates
to the bulk magnetic field and φv is the φ direction of
the velocity where the z-axis has been chosen to be along
~ 0 . We then obtain the form:
B
Bf0
~ 0 ´ Ω0 Bf0 “ ∇
~v¨
` ~v ¨ ∇f
Bt
Bφv

B

q~v
~ δf
ˆ δB
mc

F
(35)

This is not the final form of the transport equation, as
the analysis of the remaining ensemble average term will
illuminate the remaining terms in the transport equation. See [9] for the complete derivation of the general
transport equation given by:
Bf
~ ¨ pκ ¨ ∇f
~ ´ ~uf q ` 1
“∇
Bt
3p2

ˆ

3

~ ¨ ~u Bp f
∇
Bp

VIII.

DIFFUSIVE SHOCK ACCELERATION

Diffusive shock acceleration is a process that drives the
system toward a distribution function that has a powerlaw scaling of the energetic particles is
dnpq
9 ´γ ,
d

where n is the spatial density of particles and  could be
velocity, momentum, or energy which may have different
values for γ, where γ is the spectral index.
In 1-D, normal to the shock, and steady-state, Equation (36) becomes:
Bf
Bf
B
`u
´
Bt
Bx Bx

ˆ
˙
Bf
∆u
Bf
K
`
δpxq
“Q
Bx
3
Bp

(38)

where we have let the shock be at x “ 0 and ∆u is the
difference between the upstream and downstream velocities. Therefore, upstream and downstream, when x ‰ 0
we obtain the ordinary differential equation:
B
Bx

ˆ
uf ´ K

Bf
Bx

˙
“0

(39)

We see two types of solutions, exponential solutions
with real arguments, and constant solutions.
Since an exponential solution on both sides is not physical, and a constant solution on both sides would not be
Bf
possible as
should change at x “ 0 because of the
Bx
∆u9
term
δpxq in Equation (38). An constant solution
3
upstream would also be unphysical because we assume
there are no energetic particles there before the shock arrives. Therefore the physical solution is the solution with
an exponential upstream and a constant downstream.
We then integrate our solutions near the shock to obtain,

˙
(36)

(37)

uu fsh `

∆u Bfsh
p
“ Qδpp ´ pinj q
3
Bp

(40)
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where the subscripts u and sh stand for upstream (of
the shock) and at the shock respectively and pinj is the
momentum of the injected particles. We can introduce a
factor of pγ on both sides and rearrange and then integrate over momentum from pinj to an arbitrary p. We
obtain the famous result of diffusive shock acceleration
[11]:
fsh ppq “

3 pinj γ
p
q
∆u p

(41)

3 uu
. This is known as a “power-law”
uu ´ ud
tail because it is described by Equation (37) where the
spectral index is ´γ. This result is used to explain the
power-law nature of cosmic rays as well as other shockaccelerated particles.
An important result that follows from this is that for
stronger shocks, γ is smaller. This means that the energy
obtained by the accelerated particles is greater. It can
also be shown that the needed injection energy is higher
for larger shocks [12]. This demonstration is outside of
the scope of this paper, but I will mention that this is a
part of the motivation for research into the suprathermal
ions in the solar wind. The highest energy particles can
be the most accelerated particles when there are shocks,
such as ones associated with CMEs.

where γ “

IX.

COROTATING INTERACTION REGIONS
(CIRS) AND PICKUP IONS

Corotating interaction regions are compressive structures observed in the Parker Spiral solar wind. They
occur when there is a fast solar wind next to a slower
wind such that as the solar wind propagates out through
heliosphere the faster wind will be between the slow wind
and the Sun. When this happens, the the faster wind will
propagate faster radially than the slow wind. This will
cause a compression region between the two flows. This
compression can become strong enough to form a shock
between 1 and 5 AU [13]. These regions are also important regions where particle acceleration occurs [14] [15].
The EPREM code uses the model of Giacalone et al. [15]
to model the CIR where a shock has not formed. The velocity of the wind is a function of radius r and azimuthal
angle φ:
ˆ

˙

1
φc ´ Ωd r{W ´ φ
U pr, φq “ Ud ` pUf ´ Us q tanh
2
∆φc
ˆ
˙
1
φrf ´ Ωd r{W ´ φ
´ pUf ´ Us q tanh
2
∆φrf
where Uf and Us are the velocities of the fast and slow
wind respectively and φrf , ∆φrf , φc , and ∆φc are the
locations and widths of the rarefaction (rf) and compression (c) regions. The magnetic-field in this model is then
given by:

´ r ¯2
Ψi
d
U pr, φq
U pr, φq ´ W r

(42)

´ r ¯2
Ψi
d
Ωd r sin θ
U pr, φq ´ W r

(43)

Br pr, φq “

Bφ pr, φq “ ´

where Ψi is a normalization factor given by the boundary
conditions at the sun:

Ψi « pU prd , φi q ´ W q

Br prd , φi q
U prd , φi q

(44)

This model has been previously implemented into the
EPREM code and is the primary mechanism of particle
acceleration. In the following sections, the effect of the
CIR on the distribution of PUIs will be shown.
X.

THE EMMREM CODE

The EMMREM code [22] is a kinetic simulation (a
simulation of the distribution function of particles). It
evolves the distribution function in time according to the
focused transport equation [16]

ˆ

˙
~u ¨ ~eb vµ df
c2
dt
~
` vµ~eb ¨ ∇f

1´

„

p1 ´ µ2 q
2
d~u
d lnpn2 {B 3 q Bf
~
`
´v~eb ¨ ∇ lnpBq ´ ~eb ¨
`µ
2
v
dt
dt
Bµ
„

2
µ~eb d~u
d lnpn{Bq 1 ´ µ d lnpBq Bf
` ´
¨
` µ2
`
v
dt
dt
2
dt
B ln p
~ ` qpE
~ ´ ~u ˆ Bq
~
´ ~v ¨ ∇f
ˆ
˙
B p1 ´ µ2 qv Bf
“
Bµ
4λp
Bµ
ˆ
˙
1 B
Bf
´ 2
v2 D
v Bv
Bv
` Q.
(45)
This equation describes the the distribution function
(f ) of the particles and is used to numerically integrate and thereby evolve the distribution function in
time. Here ~u is the background solar-wind velocity and
d
B
~ The unit vector in the direction of
“
` ~u ¨ ∇.
dt
Bt
the magnetic field is ~eb . The first term is the convective derivative of the distribution function. The second term is the streaming effect. The third and fourth
terms are the adiabatic and adiabatic heating/cooling respectively. The first term on the right hand side of the
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equation is the pitch angle scattering term. The second
term on the right hand side is the stochastic acceleration
(momentum-diffusion) term. The final term, Q, is the
source term.
The code incorporates all of these effects except for
momentum diffusion. We also neglect cross-field diffusion. The code evolves the distribution function forward
in time with a constant time step and evolves in the fluid
frame. This means the spatial grid is generated as the
streams propagate outward. I have added a term for momentum diffusion with the diffusion coefficient [17]:
D “ D0 v α´2

ˆ
˙
Bf
v2 D
Bv

(47)

In order to do numerical calculations with this equation, we want to find the flux of particles from one point
to another in the simulated distribution function. Integrating over pitch angle will obtain only a dependence
on the magnitude of the velocity gives a flux of particles
over some time dt through a energy bin boundary to be

F

“ ´D
vi

Bf
Bv

.

(48)

vi

Where F is the flux of particles into the energy bin
Bf
vi from the energy bin at vi`1 . Note that
is the
Bv vi
derivative between points vi and vi`1 (see Equation (50).
This allows us to calculate the change in particles at a
given energy/velocity bin by calculating the flux across
the boundaries. This is a conservative form as the simulation can conserve particles since the number of particles
leaving one bin is equal to the number entering the bin
next to it. This means that a zero flux boundary condition must be imposed in order to conserve particles comBf
pletely and because the derivative
cannot be evalBv vi
uated on the outside of the grid endpoints. This means
the change in number of particles from a non-boundary
energy bin is
˜
∆f

“D
vi

¸
Bf
Bv

Bf
´
Bv
vi ´1

(49)

f
“
vi

´f

vi`1

vi

vi`1 ´ vi

(50)

For the bins on the low and high ends of the distribution, the fluxes of particles are taken to be, respectively

∆f

“ ´D
v0

(46)

where v the velocity (which can be normalized to usw ),
D0 is a numerical coefficient, and α is a parameter. The
form of momentum diffusion is [17]
1 B
Bf
“ 2
Bt
v Bv

Bf
Bv

“D

∆f
vn

XI.

Bf
Bv

Bf
Bv

(51)
v0

.

(52)

vn´1

MODELING MOMENTUM DIFFUSION

There has been recent research [16] investigating the
PUI distribution in the heliosphere. The simulation uses
a hot-gas model for the interstellar medium to calculate
the spatial distribution of neutral gas and then uses the
photo-ionization rate to calculate the injection rate of
PUIs. The code uses kinetic theory to evolve the simulation in time. The work previously done ignores particle
drift perpendicular to field lines as well as momentum
diffusion. In preparation for the launch of PSP, we are
looking to revisit this study (Aly Aly, article in preparation). The goal of this paper will be to update the
parameters of the simulation, e.g. the temperature of
the interstellar gas has been shown to be „30% higher
[18] than the previous result of 6300 K [19] used by Chen
et al [16]. We also hope to extend our model to include
momentum diffusion. I have found that momentum diffusion can have a significant effect on the spectra of the
thermal tail of the PUIs that is caused by the acceleration
from the CIR if the velocity dependence of the diffusion
coefficient is not normalized. It may also be an important
acceleration mechanism when there is no CIR. When the
velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient is normalized, there is not a significant effect on the results of the
simulations.

A.

Previous Work

Much of the work to be presented in this section has
been done along with Aly Aly (University of New Hampshire) and is a continuation of the work done by Chen et
al [16].

vi

It is important to note we are doing an Euler-forward
derivative calculation, which is simple, but will work best
since we have a non-uniform grid and want to calculate
the derivative between points rather than at them. The
derivative between points vi and vi`1 is therefore

1.

Quiet-Time Solar Wind

The results obtained in the quiet-time solar wind have
been compared with analytical models and have been
shown to coincide [16]. The simulated distribution of
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FIG. 5. This image shows the log-log plot of the PUI distribution (number of particles) at 1 AU versus the magnitude of the
particle velocity (normalized to the solar-wind velocity). This
simulation was run without a CIR or momentum-diffusion.

FIG. 6. The plot shows the ecliptic slice of the magneticfield lines within the simulated heliosphere. The compression
region is the dense region of field lines 53-59.

PUIs in an undisturbed solar wind without a compression region is shown in Figure (5).
This distribution can be explained by two properties
of the PUIs. First, as discussed previously, the electric
field that accelerates the PUIs accelerates them to nearly
the solar-wind velocity. The injected PUIs therefore are
at the solar-wind velocity. The lower energy (velocity)
particles are the particles that were injected at the solarwind velocity but have been adiabatically cooled. As seen
in Figure (5), there are no particles with velocity above
the solar-wind velocity as the acceleration processes have
not yet been included.

2.

Solar Wind with a CIR

The next step to understanding the suprathermal PUI
distribution is to investigate the distribution when the
simulation includes a CIR. The difference here is that the
background solar-wind velocity varies rather than being
the same everywhere. The compression region is shown in
Figure (6). The CIR has a larger magnetic-field strength
as the field lines are more dense.
The compression region accelerates the particles as described previously. The distribution inside the CIR is
shown in Figure (7).
The PUI distribution now includes suprathermal (v ą
vsw ) ions. The spectra of the tail of this distribution is
„ v ´7 . This spectra is softer than is typically observed
(v ´5 ) [20]. This means there may be another acceleration
mechanism that causes the spectra to harden to v ´5 .

B.

New Results with Momentum Diffusion

I have added the momentum-diffusion effect to the
EPREM code as described previously. The results can

FIG. 7. The plotted PUI distribution inside the compression
region at 1 AU. The slope of the tail is softer than v ´5 , but
does demonstrate acceleration of the PUIs when compared to
Figure (5).

be demonstrated with direct comparison to the results of
simulations before the addition of momentum diffusion.
Since there are two unknown parameters that do not
have a known coefficient (though work has looked into
this, e.g. [21]). I first looked at the conservative value
? of
α “ 2.5 which means the diffusion coefficient D 9 v.
First, I investigated the diffusion coefficient where the
velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient was not
normalized. This means that the dimensions of the diffusion coefficient depend on the power of the velocity used.
The momentum diffusion is demonstrated by the direct
comparison of Figure (8) and Figure (9). The diffusion effect can be most significantly noticed just above the solarwind velocity, because this is where the derivative of the
distribution is large and changes rapidly. Here, α “ 2.5
1
and the diffusion coefficient is „ 1.7ˆ10´14 (m/s) 2 . The
diffusion coefficient has been selected to be as large as
possible without obtaining numerical instabilities. These
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simulations both include CIRs of width 2˝ with a rarefaction region of 25˝ and slow and fast winds of 400 and
800 km/s respectively. The particles of velocity greater
than the solar-wind velocity in Figure (8) are those that
have been accelerated by the CIR. In Figure (9) some of
these particles have been accelerated by the momentumdiffusion effect. It is also worth noting that the spectrum
of the suprathermal tail is „ v ´5 .

of the spectra at the end of the thermal tail at just above
the solar-wind velocity. A hardening of the spectra would
be expected after the addition of momentum-diffusion as
this effect will accelerate particles, especially within the
thermal tail (as this region has a large slope).

FIG. 10. This figure is the same as Figure (8) except that the
field line is traced to 5 AU.
FIG. 8. The log-log plot of the distribution function at 0.2
AU versus velocity (normalized to the solar-wind velocity).
This simulation was run without momentum diffusion with a
CIR of width 2˝ with a rarefaction region of 25˝ The slow and
fast wind speeds for this simulation were 400 and 800 km/s
respectively.

FIG. 11. This figure is the same as Figure (9) except that the
field line is traced to 5 AU.

FIG. 9. The log-log plot of the distribution function at 0.2
AU versus velocity (normalized to the solar-wind velocity).
This simulation was run with momentum diffusion (α “ 2.5
1
and the diffusion coefficient is „ 1.7ˆ10´14 (m/s) 2 ). The CIR
˝
in this simulation had a width of 2 with a rarefaction region
of 25˝ The slow and fast wind speeds for this simulation were
400 and 800 km/s respectively.

I next looked at the effect within the CIR. I looked
along the same field line in the same simulations, this
time at 5 AU. The distributions shown in Figure (10)
and Figure(11) are very similar, with a slight hardening

The results for different choices of α are not significantly different. For example, Figure (12) has the same
simulation parameters as Figure (11) except for α “ 3.5.
In this case though, there is not much difference in the
distribution.
Interesting results also occur for the case when there
is no CIR. The momentum diffusion will accelerate particles to above the solar-wind velocity when there is no
CIR. The simulation run corresponding to Figure (13)
and Figure (14) is the same as Figure (5). Figure (14)
includes momentum diffusion with the same parameters
used thus far. The results show acceleration of particles
to above the solar-wind velocity. This is expected as the
slope between the last two bins of the distribution function is very large in Figure (13) and therefore will have
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FIG. 12. This figure is the same as Figure (11) except that
the diffusion coefficient parameter α “ 3.5 (D 9 v 1.5 ).

FIG. 14. This plot is the same as Figure (13) except with
momentum-diffusion included. The momentum-diffusion parameters are the same as Figure (9).

a large flux of particles associated with momentum diffusion. Momentum diffusion is a potential acceleration
mechanism of particles when there is a steep slope in the
distribution function.

FIG. 13. This plot shows the distribution function at 1 AU
with no CIR included in the simulation.

The specific features of Figure (14) are difficult to characterize, but are likely a consequence of competing processes (e.g. momentum-diffusion and adiabatic cooling).
A full investigation of the acceleration of particles by momentum diffusion without a CIR is a consideration of
future work.
I then investigated the momentum diffusion where the
velocity was normalized to the solar-wind velocity. When
there was a CIR, the velocity was normalized to the local
background solar-wind velocity. Again, I used a conservative valueaof α “ 2.5 which means the diffusion coefficient D 9 v{usw . For this, I have found the diffusion
coefficient is ď„ 10 (m/s). Figure (15) shows the results
of the same simulation as Figure (7), with momentum
diffusion added (where α “ 2.5 and D0 « 10 (m/s) ).
The result of this simulation is not significantly different than that of the simulation without momentum

FIG. 15. The plotted PUI distribution inside the compression
region at 1 AU with momentum-diffusion included. This is
best compared to Figure (7).

diffusion. The spectra of the tail of the distribution is
not changed and only the shape of the distribution below the solar-wind velocity changes (slightly) in shape.
When the power of the velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient (α) is increased, there is still no effect
on the power-law of the distribution, only on the thermal
population (see Figure (16) ). Again this affect is minor.
It should be noted as well that in the case of the normalized velocity, there was not significant acceleration
of particles when there was no CIR. This is unsurprising as the diffusion term will be small just above the
solar-wind velocity when the velocity dependence is normalized. This result was found for various values of α as
well.
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FIG. 16. This figure is the same as Figure (15) except with
α “ 4 (D 9 v 2 ). The only difference in the distributions is in
the thermal part of the distribution.

1.

Discussion

The findings upon the initial investigation of the introduction of momentum diffusion into the EPREM code
include:
1. The dependence of the results on the power of the
velocity (α) has not been found to be strong and
does not seem to affect the power-law spectra of
the suprathermal tails inside of a CIR.
2. For the unnormalized velocity dependence of the
1
diffusion coefficient, D0 « 1.7 ˆ 10´14 pm{sq 2 and
for the normalized velocity dependence, D0 «
10pm{sq.
3. Momentum-diffusion is a potential acceleration
mechanism for particles, most significantly when
there is no CIR.
These initial results are not a complete study of the
code and many considerations should be made before
this work could become a complete scientific study.
Momentum-diffusion is an interesting effect to study as
it has subtle implications on the results of the EPREM
code but is regardless and important physical effect that
determines the distribution of energetic particles in the
heliosphere.

C.

Considerations and Future Work

This work is not complete as a comparison with observations has only been started. Furthermore, the goal of
modeling the radial gradient of the power-law tail inside
the CIR has just begun. This work has been to include
momentum-diffusion into the EPREM code and to begin
to analyze the results. It will take rigorous work to investigate the validity of this diffusion coefficient and to

compare directly with various observations. The effect
is small which is why momentum-diffusion has been previously ignored. Nonetheless, momentum-diffusion will
eventually be a necessary improvement to the EPREM
code.
Another extension of this work would be to extend
the simulation and after stead-state is reached, simulate
a shock that propagates through the heliosphere. The
results of this work could be directly compared with observations from SEP events and would be a great achievement if the results are correct.
There are a few considerations to be made about the
current model. First is that the momentum-diffusion
term is a term that affects the isotropic part of the distribution. Though the distribution is mostly isotropic,
the momentum-diffusion is calculated without separating the isotropic distribution first. This approximation
may not be valid and it is a next step to investigate this.
Future work will look to either do the calculation on the
isotropic part of the distribution or demonstrate that the
affect from the anisotropic part of the distribution is negligible. Second is an investigation into the numerical instabilities that occur for large diffusion coefficients. The
results may therefore be limited in that we cannot investigate a larger diffusion coefficient. Future investigation
will have to address this in order to investigate the details of larger diffusion coefficients. The results of these
calculations will likely be more enlightening to the effect
on the power-law tails of the suprathermal distribution.
It is also important to note that the diffusion coefficient has been proposed, but may not be physically correct. That the model is adaptable to different diffusion
coefficients. Though I have investigated the velocity dependence, radial dependence, or no dependence on either
of these parameters could be a suitable diffusion coefficient. In this way, the addition of momentum-diffusion
to the EPREM code will prove useful regardless of the
correct diffusion coefficient.

D.

Glossary

• convective instability - The convective instability occurs when the temperature gradient is larger
than that of an adiabatic process. The instability
limit for the gradient of the temperature can be
derived [23], but this will not be included in this
work.
• Debye length - The scale length at which a
plasma is approximately neutral.
• magnetic reconnection - The process by which
the topology of magnetic-field lines changes.
• phase-space - The 6-dimensional space of position
and velocity (with 3 spacial and 3 velocity dimensions)
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• quiet-time - Quiet-time simulations do not include any solar flare or CMEs, only the background
solar wind.

• suprathermal ion tails - The distribution of ions
that are above the solar-wind velocity. This is the
“tail end” of the distribution.
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